12:03:10 From Christopher Kirbabas to Everyone: Hi Everyone! We will start soon. Thank You!

12:08:49 From Carla Yanni to Everyone: Sben's land acknowledgment reminded me of this article on land grant universities and expropriated Native American land
https://www.hcn.org/issues/52.4/indigenous-affairs-education-land-grab-universities

12:09:33 From Carla Yanni to Everyone: I know University of Michigan is not the land grant uni in Michigan 😊

12:41:00 From Kunal Rakshit to Everyone: How difficult it is to upgrade royal vic to current Infection Prevention and Control (IPAC) procedures which is evidence based standards followed in our newly built hospitals? I am curious from the ventilation diagram I saw now.

12:42:53 From Kunal Rakshit to Everyone: Thanks

12:43:02 From Laura O'Brien to Everyone: Hi Annmarie! In addition to your “embedded histories” approach (still thinking of that picture of Maude Abbott in Osler’s book that you showed in your talk!) do you have any other advice on addressing the scarcity of sources that researchers pursuing feminist topics / subjects in the history of architecture?

12:50:02 From Fiona Kenney to Everyone: Annmarie—what a find with that portrait in Osler’s book! Really testament to your strategy of ‘just keep on looking’.

12:57:59 From Lucia Crowther to Everyone: Hi Annemarie, I’m really interested in what you said about splitting your time 50/50 between teaching in architecture and medicine. How do you find it working across these disciplines? I am an architectural historian collaborating with Health Scientists and I find we often speak quite different languages! So I wondered how you may adapt your writing for different audiences, or teaching for different students?

13:26:43 From Tim Askin to Everyone: Reacted to "Annmarie—what a find..." with ❤️